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CAUTION
ELECTRICAL HAZARD
Disconnect electrical power when making any
internal adjustments or repairs. Installation
and servicing should be performed by qualified Simplex Representatives.
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2001=8005 VSICE COMMUNICATION

AND FIRE ALARM

SYSTEM

WHAT IT IS:
Your panel-enclosed audio system is designed to sound an alarm over only the speaker circuit(s)
selected by the specific initiating circuit(s) in alarm. The selected speaker circuit(s) continues sounding this audible alarm until the alarm condition is acknowledged, reset or otherwise silenced by someone at the panel locatior.. In addition, this system sounds “manual alarms” in response to the transfer of particular switches within the panel, and also provides for the voicing of instructions over some
or all of its speaker circuits at any time (including during the sounding of alarms).
Note: The acknowledgement of an alarm silences all speakers not initiated by a “manual alarm”. The
resound feature c: the system allows subsequent alarm-initiation from another source to sound
other speakers (if selected) as well as sounding again previously selected speakers.

Exceptions:
1. A panel which lacks an ACK button on its FIREITBL CONTROL module does not have resound capability.
2. Stopping the speakers from sounding by some means other than depressing the ACK button (i.e.
transferring the OSC STOP switch to its “up” position) will disable the panel’s resound circuitry.
3. A panel which contains a TIMER module will automatically silence the signals and disable the panel’s
resound circuitry after a preset duration.
NOTE 1: TIMER modules are required in some panels to prevent the amplifiers from overheating.
NOTE 2: The panel indicates the TIMER module has timed out by illuminating the PRE AMP and
AMP MONITOR trouble lamps.
Lamps, visible through the panel doors, indicate system conditions as follows:
Only the Green NORM PWR lamps illuminated
Indicates Standby Condition
0 Power is applied to the system
0 The system is armed and ready to respond to any alarm initiation anywhere within the building.
One or more Amber TBL lamps either flashing or steadily illuminated
Indicates Trouble Condition
0 Defects exist within the system’s internal or external circuitry.
0 The system may not be capable of responding to any or some alarm initiations.
0 One or more switches are not in the “normal” position.
0 AC power failure.
RED ALARM lamp flashing
Indicates Unacknowledged Alarm Condition
0 At least one alarm initiating device has tripped in the zone represented by the flashing lamp.
0 The ACK button has not been pushed to silence the speakers.
Red ALARM lamp steadily illuminated
Indicates Acknowledged Alarm Condition
0 At least one alarm initiating device has tripped in thezone represented by the illuminated lamp.
0 The ACK button has been pushed to silence the speakers.
Exception:

A panel which lacks an ACK button on its FlRElTBL CONTROL module will cause
the steady illumination of an ALARM lamp during all alarm conditions.
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TO SILENCE

THE SPEAKERS

DURING A SELECTIVE

ALARM

Either
Acknowledge the alarm by momentarily depressing the ACK button on the front of the FIREITBL COINTROL module
@ The speakers will resound if a fire occurs in another zone.
0 Microphone use requires manual operation.
or
Transfer the OSC STOP switch to its “up” position
0 The speakers will not resound if a fire occurs in another zone.
0 The microphone will remain fully operational.
@ The panel will visually indicate trouble shortly after you transfer the OSC STOP switch.

TO RESET THE SYSTEM FOLLOWING

A SELECTIVE

ALARM

0 Locate the device(s) which initiated the alarm.
0 Restore the alarm initiating device(s) to its (their) standby condition.
0 Reset the panel as follows:
1. Depress the RESET button on the front of the FIRE/TBL CONTROL module for at least three setonds.
NOTE: If the speakers were silenced by putting the OSC STOP switch “up,” the audible trouble
indicator will sound immediately upon resetting the panel. To silence the trouble indicator, put
the OSC STOP switch in its “down” position and then depress the AUDIO TBL RESET pushbutton.
2. Check to see that all SPKR CKT switches (including the ALL CIRCUITS switch) are in their “down”
positions.
NOTE : Panels which contain a DELAY module cannot be reset until one minute after the receipt
of the first alarm

TO SOiJND A MANUAL

ALARM

1. Make sure all the SPKR CKT switches are in the “down” position.
2. Select the desired alarm tone by transferring either the MANUAL ALARM, AUX 1 or AUX 2 switches
to the “up” position.
3. Transfer the ALL CIRCUITS switch to the “up” position to sound the alarm over all speakers or transfer selected SPKR CKT switches to the “up” position to sound the alarm over selected spea.ker
circuits.

TO STOP THE SOUNDING

OF A MANUAL

ALARM

0 Transfer all of the switches that were activated to sound the manual alarm back to their “down”
positions.

TO USETHE

MICROPHONE

During STANDBY CONDlTlONS
1. Open the panel and remove the microphone.
2. Transfer the OSC STOP switch to its “up” position.
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3. Transfer the ALL CIRCUITS switch to the “up” position to talk through all the speakers
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Or
Transfer selected SPKR CKT switches to the “up” position to talk through specific speakers.
4. Push the microphone button while talking.
5. Upon finishing talking
0 Transfer the activated SPKR CKT switches or the ALL CIRCUITS switch back to its “down” position.
0 Transfer the OSC STOP switch back to its “down” position.
0 (Only necessary if the system indicates Trouble) Momentarily depress the AUDIO TBL RESET
pushbutton.
0 Place the microphone back in the panel.
6. Close and lock the panel door.
During either an UNACKNOWLEDGED ALARM or a MANUAL ALARM
1. Open the panel and remove the microphone.
2. Push the microphone button while talking, release the microphone button when you finish talking.
(The microphone transmits over all unacknowledged automatically alarmed speaker circuits, as
well as all manually selected speaker circuits.)
NOTE: The speaker circuits activated by the unacknowledged automatic alarm or manually selected,
will resume sounding the alarm as soon as you release the microphone button.
During an ACKNOWLEDGED ALARM

I

1. Remove the microphone from the panel.
2. Transfer the OSC STOP switch to its “up” position.
3. Transfer the ALL CIRCUITS switch to its “up” position to talk through all the speakers
Or
Transfer selected SPKR CKT switches to the “up” position to talk through specific speakers.
4. Push the microphone button while talking, release the microphone button when you finish talking.
After silencing the signals by activating the OSC STOP Switch or after the TIMER module silences
the speakers.
1. Remove the microphone from the panel.
2. Push the microphone button while talking, release the microphone button when you finish talking.
(The microphone transmits over only those speaker circuits which are activated by the unacknowledged automatic alarm or over those speaker circuits which are selected manually.)

WHATTO

DO WHEN THE SYSTEM

INDICATES

TROUBLE

NOTE 1: Temporary trouble indications which do not require service may occur during drill, testing
and reset procedures.
NOTE 2: All of the following indicate trouble conditions:
e An audible trouble indicator sounding when its SIUNORM switch is in the NORM position.
l Green NORM PWR lamp(s) not illuminated.
@ One or more amber lamps illuminated.
1. Transfer the audible trouble indicator’s SIUNORM switch to the SIL position.
2. Check the green NORM PWR lamps for illumination.
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0 If all the NORM PWR lamps are out, check the fuse box or circuit breaker which
power to the panel.
0 If some of the NORM PWR lamps are out, contact your local Simplex Service
at the number listed on the last page of these instructions.
3. Check to see that the 0% STOP switch is in its “down” position.
4. Momentarily depress the AUDIO TBL RESET pushbutton
0 If the visual trouble indicators go out and the audible trouble indicator sounds,
NORM switch to its NORM position.
0 If the visual trouble indicators do not go out, contact your local Simplex Service
at the number listed on the last page of these instructions.

WHAT THE TEST SWITCHES

provides input
Representative

return the SIU
Representative

DO

Note: Some of these switches may be missing from your panel.
0 LED TEST (Located on the front of the FIRE/TBL CONTROL module)
Allows you to test all the ZONE module lamps simultaneously.
0 City Disconnect and Drill switches (Located on the front of the CITY module)
Allows you to test the system without sending a fire indication to the local Fire Department.
0 Zone Test switches (Located on the front of each ZONE module)
Allows you to test individual ZONE module operation during simulated trouble and alarm conditions.

TO TEST THE SYSTEM
Important:

Contact your Local Fire Department before testing this system.

1. (If available) Transfer the DISC/NORM switch on the CITY Module to its DISC Position.
l The panel will immediately indicate trouble (do not silence the audible trouble indicator).
2. (If available) Transfer the DRILL/NORM switch on the CITY Module to its DRILL Position.
3. Either
(Preferred) Open and then immediately close any manual station.
Or
Transfer one of the Zone Test switches to its ALARM TEST position (transfer the switch back to
its NORM position as soon as the speakers begin sounding the selective alarm).
0 The panel will no longer indicate trouble.
0 The speakers will continue sounding the selective alarm until the system is reset.
Exception: Panels equipped with a TIMER module will automatically stop sounding the speakers
after a preset duration.
4. Reset the system by depressing the RESET pushbutton.
0 Panels equipped with City Disconnect and Drill switches will indicate trouble.
5. (If available) Return the DRILL/NORM and DISC/NORM switches (in that order) back to their :
NORM positions.
0 The system will return to its Standby Condition.

TO TEST INDIVIDUAL

ZONE MODULES

Important: Always contact your Local Fire Department before performing these tests.
1, Transfer the OSC STOP switch to its “up” position.
0 The panel will indicate trouble in approximately 20 seconds.
4
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2.

Silence the audible touble indicator by transferring its SIUNORM switch to the SIL position.

3. (If available) Transfer the DISC/NORM switch on the CITY module to its DISC position.
4. (If available) Transfer the DRILL/NORM switch on the CITY module to its DRILL position.
5. (If the Zone Module contains a slide switch) Slide the switch button to its DISC/OPEN TEST
position.
0 The TBL OPEN lamp must illuminate.
6. (If the module contains either a slide switch or a toggle switch) Slide or transfer the switch to
its SHORT TEST or TBL TEST position.
0 Depending on the type of switch involved, the TBL SHORT or TBL lamp must illuminate.
7. Slide or transfer the switch to its ALARM TEST position.
0 The alarm lamp must illuminate.
8. Return the Zone Test switch to its NORM position.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

0 The ALARM lamp will remain illuminated.
Depress the RESET pushbutton for at least three seconds.
0 The ALARM lamp will go out.
Transfer the OSC STOP switch back to its “down” position.
Momentarily depress the AUDIO TBL RESET pushbutton.
(If available) Return the DRILL/NORM and DISC/NORM switches (in that order) back to their NORM
positions.
0 The audible trouble indicator will sound.
Transfer the SIUNORM switch back to its NORM position.
0 The audible trouble indicator will stop sounding.
0 The system will return to its Standby Condition.

TO TEST ALL OF THE ZONE MODULE

LAMPS SIMULTANEOUSLY

0 Depress the LED TEST pushbutton
important:

Should the panel fail to respond as described during these test procedures, contacts your
Local Simplex Service Representative at the number listed below.

Simplex Time Recorder
Street
City
StateZip

Code

Telephone No.
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seSimplex
Simplex Time Recorder Co.,

l

Simplex Plaza

l

Gardner, Massachusetts
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01441 U.S.A.

VC2-31-002
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